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W elcome to this “Specially Prepared for You” Mini-
Manual & Tips on Eidetic Imagery. We’ve created
these Tips so that your work with Eidetics can be

even more powerful. The whole point is to release those 
resources inside  you that are chomping at the bit to come out! So 
the more you know about how to work with your images, the 
more transformative they can be for you.

These pages are adapted and excerpted from the Manual 
from our Home Study Course, “Re-Wire Yourself for Success!
Eidetic Imagery Breakthroughs.” The actual full Course Manual is 
your personal go-to resource for going beyond what is holding 
you back and releasing yourself from the shackles of your history.

The full Course Manual contains 33+ images for decreasing 
stress, increasing confidence, increasing and receiving and appre-
ciating abundance of all kinds, enhancing your sexuality, and 
enjoying your relationships more, a special section on mythologi-
cal images that deepen your connection with the spiritual aspect 
of your life, and even more!

The complete Home Study Course also contains live, uncen-
sored audio recordings of every image, where you can both listen 
to and participate in a “mini-group” with me and a “sample” 
client, Dino. It’s almost as if I am there with you, guiding you 
through each and every process and image.
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b CORE CONCEPTS OF EIDETICS IMAGERY B

This is a short guide to getting more out of working with your
images. Let’s start with the core concepts of this work.

Image - Soma - Meaning

When we work with Eidetic Imagery, the acronym ISM is helpful
to remember. It stands for Image, Soma, and Meaning, which are
the core concepts for processing your Eidetic images. 

Image: First you SEE the image—whatever image reveals itself to
you. 

Soma: Then you FEEL your body (soma) and your emotions, and
notice the feelings and sensations in your body, in your emotions. 

Meaning: Finally, there may (but may not) be a meaning or inter-
pretation that comes to you.

About meaning: If you’ve done conventional therapy or per-
sonal growth work, you already know that understanding a prob-
lem is NOT THE SAME AS SOLVING IT OR CHANGING AN OUT-
COME! In this work, while “meaning” is the third leg of the stool,
as it were, it is nowhere as important as the first two. If you’ll let
go of needing to “know” the meaning of an image and instead
continue with seeing and connecting with the image, you’ll get
the best results. 

Change happens by seeing and feeling the image. Going
straight to the meaning most often gets in the way! 

Your image is not a metaphor for what you “should” do.
Rather, by following the image and staying with it as it unfolds,
you will begin to make shifts on a cellular level so that you natu-
rally begin to feel and act differently.
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Often, especially in this full-throttle world we live in, we 
quickly go to “meaning” rather than resting in the experience. 
However, the true strength, elegance, and brilliance of these 
tools are in the image and then the feeling. 

b b b 

In the Re-Wire Yourself for Success! Eidetic Home Study Course, 
there are some GREAT examples of Dino going to meaning too 
quickly. In these cases, it is clear how this STOPS him from going 
further. It’s REALLY helpful to hear how even an intelligent, sensi-
tive person tends to do this automatically, and how by doing that, 
Dino RE-creates his history again and again, instead of moving 
forward.

But this is not just an intellectual exercise for  you, watching 
Dino squirm. Not at all! Because you and he are working along-
side each other, and I'm there with you, virtually, and we are all 
walking through the images together.

NOTE: As you work through the Complete Home Study 
Course, see especially the BONUS images where he and I—and 
YOU—get to move past old, tough, crusted-over and difficult 
places that Dino faces, in two of the most astonishing recordings 
in the Course.

b b b 



k TIP

Here’s another suggestion on how to best approach these images.
Imagine that you are a young child totally jazzed and thrilled
about the movie you are about to see. 

You enter the theater; it’s dark. You have no idea what is going
to show up on the screen. Then the lights are dimmed. Maybe
a curtain opens and then on the stage is image, after image,
after image. It’s a great movie, so you have no idea what is com-
ing next. 

You sit there in the audience watching with your mouth open.
When something scary happens on the screen, you feel your
heart beat almost out of your chest. 

When something sad happens it breaks your heart. And when
something comical shows up, you giggle or even laugh out loud.
You’re delighted by it.

Notice that in this metaphor, you are NOT the producer and you
are NOT the director. BUT, you’re also not passively watching it
like you might watch a commercial for hemorrhoids or bad
breath.

Instead, you’re engaged with the image. You’re noticing and
allowing it to connect with your body. You feel it. You experi-
ence it—to whatever extent that is possible for you in the
moment. 

Objection! Objection!

I can hear some of you thinking: You are someone who has trou-
ble feeling things in your body. That’s fine, let yourself feel what-
ever you do feel, without any pressure on yourself.

You might think you don’t “visualize” well. Eidetic images are
NOT visualizations. If you follow the instructions, and allow your-
self to let whatever you see be “right” or “OK,” your images will
take you straight to the best parts of yourself, where all your
resources are.
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Remember:

b The actual “work” is to spend time with the images. You can
do this on your own and in just a few minutes a day (though
more is always better). 

b You can expect that as you connect to an image, as you allow
yourself to see what is there (sometimes that takes bravery and
courage) and let yourself experience it in your body and in your
emotions, then the image itself will make the shift for you.

Example: As I said earlier, these images are NOT metaphors.
They are also not literal suggestions. For example, if you tend to
procrastinate, you may have been taught to make a change—for
instance, to leave the house 10 minutes early, or to start to arrive
10 minutes early, or to set your watch ahead. If you’ve been able
to follow those suggestions and no longer procrastinate –
GREAT!!!! BUT, if you are like many of my clients and you know
what to do but can’t get yourself to do it, that’s where Eidetics
can help.

Let’s say that you are working on procrastination, and in the
image, you see your mother telling you to do things in a certain
way. In Eidetic Imagery, your job is not to “remember” to do it the
way your mother is telling you. 

Instead, your job here is only to notice how you feel as you
watch your image. For example, perhaps your image shows your
mother telling you to put down the phone and leave or you’ll be
late, or you may see your parents arguing as they go out the door.

If your mother’s telling you how to get out the door on time
is restful and peaceful and soothing for you in the image, and you
like it, and you see that in the image you actually do leave and
arrive on time—great, watch the image some more. Watching the
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image while keeping your mother in mind will shift you so that
you begin to automatically find yourself leaving and arriving on
time. It helps to release your resistance to leaving on time. It
soothes that part of you that is locked into habitual patterns that
don’t serve you.

Deep learning can only occur when the system – you! – is
open and relaxed. So remember, the images themselves do the
work. Your “work” is to see them and experience them.

Filters, and Parents in Our Images

Many of the Eidetic images involve “seeing” your parents. That’s
because, for all of us, our parents are our first teachers. Our deep-
est, most entrenched learning happens in our early years of life,
with our parents.

Naturally, then, parents figure prominently in many of the sce-
narios. Also, in several of the images—for example, “Crossing the
Road” and the “Applause” image—we work with what we call fil-
ters. A filter is a means of “trying on” what a parent (or other
influential person in our life) brings to our experience, within an
image, to see what influence that parent has in a given situation.
Like an ultraviolet filter on a camera, which affects what we see,
we use the filter of a parent or influential person to see how they
influence our experience. 

Instead of using logic (“the image of my mother can’t help me
succeed in business because she had no head for business”), we
keep a person “in mind” while we follow an image. That’s a filter.
And it gives you possibilities that the logical, rational mind never
dreamed of. 
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Objection! Objection!

Occasionally my clients resist the idea of focusing on parents
because they don’t want to “blame” their parents; they say they
are adults now, so what would it benefit them to work with
ancient history; they have already forgiven their parents, and so
on. If you have similar misgivings, then please take this point in:

Eidetic Imagery is not about changing or blaming your par-
ents, and the process is not about going over what happened in
your childhood ad nauseam. 

What we are doing is taking what you’ve learned consciously
and unconsciously (during your early, most formative years) and
making what you absorbed as a child work for you instead of
against you. It’s a way to draw wisdom from people who con-
tributed to your life in ways you may be totally unaware of or may
have consciously rejected until now.

There is conflict in every child-parent relationship. Your par-
ents had parents too. And their parents of course raised them the
best that they could, but those parents had their parents, and
they had parents, and on and on throughout history. Every set of
parents brings to the family their own “stuff” and their own con-
scious and unconscious learnings on how to do life. 

We’re not blaming here, and again we’re not trying to change
the parents. What we are doing is looking at what you learned,
whether you wanted to or not, whether you liked it or not,
whether you wanted to be like them or whether you wanted to
be totally and completely opposite of them. Those are all learn-
ings, and each one can create difficulties and problems. 

But there is also great potential hidden in some of those rela-
tionships and experiences.
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For example, take a parent who didn’t know how to be success-
ful in business. Let’s say your father’s business went bankrupt. You
may choose consciously or unconsciously to look for business role
models and ideas from people other than your father. That makes
a certain sense. However, if you completely reject your father’s
influence because he wasn’t good in business, you are also reject-
ing anything positive he could have added to your business suc-
cess. You are throwing out the baby with the bathwater, so to
speak. In an Eidetic image, it’s possible that your father could con-
tribute his energy and enthusiasm, or some other personal quali-
ty, to your own efforts to succeed. This is not something you will
know ahead of time, before you actually watch the image with
your father as a filter.

One client said that her mother never finished high school,
certainly never went to college, and never worked outside the
house, so she didn’t believe her mother could “teach” her about
business. Clearly her mother didn’t know business. True? You
may think it’s true, based on logic. But beneath that logical mind
hide treasures you literally have no idea exist. The images reveal
these treasures to you, through “filters.”

You see, even though her mother had never been in business,
she knew how to organize, prioritize, approach people, be good
with money and so forth. When this client tried to become the
opposite of her mother, she lost the richness of her mother’s
“teaching” that her mother had to offer her in the Eidetic image.

And, what were the client’s “complaints”? “I’m disorganized, I
procrastinate, I'm never on time!” Do you see how rejecting her
mother “inside” also cut her off from valuable and much needed
resources? (More on this later in the next Example.) 

Now sometimes it can be difficult to learn from parents.
Perhaps you didn’t like them (or worse!). Maybe they were dis-
missive toward you or even cruel. You reject them as role models.
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But that doesn’t mean they have nothing to offer you. In Eidetics,
your parents can show up in your images without the crust of
their history weighing them down. After all, they came into the
world full of potential too, but they had their history, and their
parents had their history and so forth. 

And often, what a “rejected” parent can offer you (in your
images) is EXACTLY the key to surging forward in your life. I see it
all the time.

Example: One woman, “Ann,” took one of my Small Group Tele-
Classes for two reasons. She procrastinated, and that created too
much clutter and paperwork on her desk. And, she was chronical-
ly late. She told me that her friends say she would be late to her
own funeral if she could. 

I asked her to see an image where she was procrastinating
around the paperwork on her desk. Neither of us knew what
would happen, we just experimented by watching her image. As
she described it to me, first she saw her messy, overflowing desk
“while keeping her father in mind” (using her father as a filter).
She saw that when keeping her father in mind, the papers
remained on her desk. She saw in the image that she was enjoy-
ing herself but the papers never got handled. 

When she kept her mother in mind, her desk easily and effort-
lessly was cleared. Now this did surprise her because she didn’t
really associate her mother with business. 

Here’s the interesting part, and the part that I particularly
want you to notice: When she put her parents in mind for the sec-
ond problem, chronic lateness, keeping her father in mind (the
father filter) was the image that helped her to immediately arrive
at appointments and engagements on time. 

Here is how her experience can be valuable to you. She didn’t
pre-conceive where her images would go. By not preconceiving,
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by not consciously deciding what would make “sense,” her mind
gave her one tool to help her with the clutter and procrastination
and another tool to help her with the lateness. Neither successful
parent filter was the one she expected! 

So that’s a good example for you to remember about how fil-
ters in the mind operate without our conscious awareness.

Another client also had chronic lateness problems. When he
used his father filter while seeing himself as a child getting ready
to go to a family gathering, he saw how much enjoyment he was
getting out of being late, and how much attention he was getting
when he was late. This was something that he had no conscious
awareness of. So keeping “father in mind” brought into his aware-
ness the part of himself that that enjoyed the chaos that came
when he was late, plus the attention.

“Parent filters” also operate in more insidious ways. Awhile
back, I was working with “Ted,” a successful entrepreneur in a
fast-paced business. Ted was, without realizing it, “practicing”
being like his father—but in a way that was not at all serving him.
His father assumed that others would read his mind and then fol-
low his wishes. Unfortunately, that didn't work out very well, and
father would be impatient and angry most of the time. (Ted saw
all of this in his images. And, he also FELT how distressing that was
for father, for mother, and for himself as a child.)

Ted, without being aware of it, was doing EXACTLY that in his
relationships. He was impatient and always expecting the other
person to read his mind. And when they couldn’t, he became
annoyed, withdrawn and petulant toward them. What was espe-
cially surprising was, he had NO IDEA HE WAS DOING THIS!! Ted
was stunned, and dismayed to discover how closely he was fol-
lowing in his father’s very uncomfortable footprints. It marked the
beginning of a huge shift for him in his ability to actually love and
connect with and truly embrace his sweetheart.
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b b b

As you get to go beyond your conscious mind, there are some 
surprises and treats in store for you. And there are MANY great 
and very deep opportunities to experience multiple personal 
resources in the complete Re-Wire Yourself for Success! Eidetic 
Home Study Course. 

Why do people love that I don’t censor my recorded sessions 
with Dino, my sample client, during his very frustrating times?
Because you hear and KNOW how real this can be for him—and 
you. Dino gets angry and irritated when he gets to his “stuff.” We 
all push back when it comes to that deeper, wounded, and sensi-
tive feeling-place inside.

Please: We BOTH know you aren’t blind to yourself! We all 
KNOW something is going on inside of us that isn’t right for us. 
When you get to experience your own obstacles in an undeniable 
way, it can be hard to face.

And that is exactly when the biggest shifts can happen. 
You’ll hear it happening for Dino, and most importantly, you get 
to experience those deep shifts too! Because it’s almost like I’m 
right there with you—you and Dino and me. We talk you through 
it. Your Eidetic images take you through it. Every time!

These images always resolve in a way that feels positive, 
exhilarating, life-giving, heart-expanding, and more! This is NOT 
because you control them. It’s because your Eidetic images con-
tain ALL your resources, even and especially the ones you don’t 
believe you have!

It’s powerful to experience this kind of shift again and again 
and know you can get through it. 



And, SO important to know: You do NOT need to “remember”
how to be. Balderdash and hogwash—really! It’s already there
inside you—and so, so close you may not believe it now—but you
will, as you experience yourself differently through your images.
It’s palpable. Don’t believe me—do the images and you’ll see for
yourself!

b DEVELOPING A BASELINE b

Before you begin working with an image, it’s a good idea to
develop a baseline—of where you are and where you want to go.
Take a few minutes before you start and list the top five goals and
intentions you have for yourself. What do you want to achieve?
What do you want to be, do, have? 

Some areas to consider listing:

b Finances

b Relationships

b Work

b Ability to succeed

b Enjoyment of life

b Confidence

b Degree of daily stress

b Self-care

b Spiritual life

b Health: physical, emotional, sexual
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Rate yourself for each goal, from 0 to 10, with 0 a complete,
hopeless disaster, and 10 being at the top of your game. You can
look back later and really feel good about your progress.

b TIPS FOR IMAGE WATCHING b

1. Get comfortable, and center yourself. Give yourself a minute
to quiet down from the hustle and bustle of the day. Close
your eyes if you like.

2. Listen to the instruction. Give yourself several minutes to let
the image emerge in your mind’s eye. Don’t rush it. Allow it to
form on its own. Let your image “take you by the hand” with-
out trying to control it at all.

3. If you don’t “see” something right away, don’t worry, don’t
pressure yourself, and don’t use your conscious, rational, “I
know what happened in history so this is what I would see”
mind to invent something. Just keep watching.

4. If you start to see something but you don’t “think” it’s a good
image, ignore that editor’s voice! DO NOT EDIT! Let the image
be what it will be.

5. If you start to see something that is contrary to your memory
of an actual event, again, DO NOT EDIT! Eidetic images often
contradict our regular memories. The work here is not to try
to remember an experience, but to watch whatever image
crops up, and to absorb yourself in how it feels.

6. As you watch, observe what is in the image. What are you
actually seeing? Who is there? What is the mood, or energy, in
the image? What is the temperature, the coloration? Observe
the image as if you had to describe it as a witness. What do
you see?



7. At the same time, notice how you feel in the image at every
stage of the scene. Do you feel energized or sluggish? Happy,
sad, overwhelmed, light-hearted? Observe how your feelings
change (if they do) as the image develops.

8. Notice if what you are seeing, and feeling, seems familiar to
you. Are there places that these feelings/situations crop up in
your present life?

OK, now settle back, follow your image instructions, and allow
your image to unfold, and allow yourself to be absorbed in all of
it. Let go of thinking and editing, to the best of your ability.

b FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS B

Do Images Get “Stale”?

Sometimes people ask about images getting “stale” or losing
power. Many images arrive in your mind to help with specific
issues you are handling, and are not lifetime companions! 

When an image feels stale, it can mean several things. Per-
haps you’ve overcome the obstacle—in which case . . .
Congratulations!

Or, you may have moved through the first layer, and there is a
new image ready for you to work with to get to your goal. Or, you
could be accessing such a core, difficult issue for you that there
may be some resistance. And, there are other reasons as well.

After a bit, you’ll get the hang of whether an image needs
more from you, or if you are ready to move on. 

I can’t “see” any images. What am I doing wrong?

Most likely, you’re trying too hard and being too hard on yourself.
Relax. It’s pretty hard to do it wrong. Just close your eyes and see
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what you can see. Don’t edit. Don’t force yourself. Something will
come. Personally, for a long time, I had trouble seeing my images.
And I couldn’t feel a whole lot either. And you know what? I still
began to feel joy for no apparent reason at all, and experienced
other breakthroughs on a regular basis. It was hard for me to
trust my images. And I doubted everything. I didn’t trust my own
inner self, or my imagination. I kept trying to control it all.
Gradually, I began to let that go and enjoy myself more. And that
made a big difference.

I followed the process, but I can’t say that I’ve really come clos-

er to my goal.

Often clients shift without really even noticing it. The change can
be very subtle because it doesn't have to register in our conscious
mind. Keep using your filters and check in with yourself in a week
or two and and notice what real progress you’ve made. If you’re
working with these images, I’d expect you to be see that you’re
feeling better, lighter, even great 

And, make sure you are letting the image lead, and noticing
what you are feeling. Some people feel the feelings first, before
they even see the image at all. Often, that leads to overwhelm.
Some people go straight to meaning, and that cuts the legs out
from the power of the image. 

Finally, ask your friends what they notice in you. One client,
“Ken,” didn’t feel that he had opened up, and his partner hadn’t
noticed any change either. But, when they had dinner with close
friends they hadn’t seen in a few months, it was a different story.
The friends were stunned, and asked him what he done with their
old friend! They wanted to know what he had done to be so dif-
ferent, more friendly, more open, more engaging. And when he
told them, they called me to consult with them, too. They want-
ed more of what he was having!
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And, one more thought. Some of us just take longer than oth-
ers. That’s true for me. But if I can get there, so can you. Mostly, 
it’ll really help to allow your images to help you. I know that’s not 
always the easiest thing to do for some of us, but it IS do-able 
over time. 

Sometimes I see strange things in my Eidetic images and they 
don't make sense. Should I change them?

Please do NOT change what you see and do not “decide” what 
would be best! This process is powerful because you are follow-
ing what is already inside you, below the conscious mind. If you 
control the images, you are cutting the legs out from under it, and 
you won’t get value or movement from your Eidetic experience.

***

I hope you’ve found these Tips helpful in working with your 
images, and making your images work even harder for YOU!

If you have any questions, you can email them to: 
info@eideticlifecoach.com. We’ll collect your questions and 
answer them periodically in a Frequently Asked Question section 
online so watch for that in your email inbox!

And, if you are finding that working at your own pace suits 
you, and  you’re ready to release even more of  the real you, 
faster, and more easily, be sure to check out “Re-Wire Yourself 
for Success!” Eidetic Imagery Breakthroughs Home Study Course.
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